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Effects of elongation on the phase behavior of the Gay-Berne fluid
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In this paper we present a computer simulation study of the phase behavior of the Gay-Berne liquid crystal
model, concentrating on the effects of varying the molecular elongationk. We study a range of length-to-width
parameters 3<k<4, using a variety of molecular dynamics and Monte Carlo techniques, obtaining a guide to
the phase behavior for each shape studied. We observe vapor (V), isotropic liquid (I ), nematic (N), smectic-
A (SA) and smectic-B (SB) liquid crystal phases. Within the small range of elongation studied, the phase
diagram shows significant changes. On increasingk, the liquid-vapor critical point moves to lower temperature
until it falls below theI -SB coexistence line, aroundk53.4, where liquid-vapor coexistence proves hard to
establish. The liquid-vapor critical point seems to be completely absent atk54.0. Another dramatic effect is
the growth of a stableSA ‘‘island’’ in the phase diagram at elongations slightly abovek53.0. TheSA range
extends to both higher and lower temperatures ask is increased. Also ask is increased, theI -N transition is
seen to move to lower density~and pressure! at given temperature. The lowest temperature at which the
nematic phase is stable does not vary dramatically withk. On cooling, noSB-crystal transition can be identified
in the equation of state for any of these elongations; we suggest that, on the basis of simulation evidence,SB

and crystal are really the same phase for these models.@S1063-651X~98!15505-8#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.Cz, 64.70.Md, 61.20.Ja, 07.05.Tp
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I. INTRODUCTION

Considerable progress has been made over the last
decades in the understanding of the behavior of liquid cr
tals by considering both detailed molecular models@1,2# and
a family of simplified models@3–6# with the aid of computer
simulation techniques such as molecular dynamics~MD! and
Monte Carlo~MC!.

In the well-known Gay-Berne~GB! pair potential @3#,
molecules are viewed as rigid units with axial symmet
Each individual moleculei is represented by a center-o
mass positionr i and an orientation unit vectorei , which
define the direction of the main symmetry axis of the m
ecule. The GB interaction energy between a pair of m
ecules (i , j ) is given by

UGB~r i j ,ei ,ej !54«~ r̂ i j ,ei ,ej !@% i j
2122% i j

26#

where

% i j 5
r i j 2s~ r̂ i j ,ei ,ej !1s0

s0
.

Heres0 is a constant defining the molecular diameter,r i j is
the distance between the centers of mass of moleculesi and
j , and r̂ i j 5r i j /r i j is a unit vector along the center-cent
vector r i j 5r i2r j . s( r̂ i j ,ei ,ej ) is the distance~for given
molecular orientations! at which the intermolecular potentia
vanishes, and is given by
571063-651X/98/57~6!/6685~15!/$15.00
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s~ r̂ i j ,ei ,ej !5s0H 12
x

2
F ~ r̂ i j •ei1 r̂ i j •ej !

2

11x~ei•ej !

1
~ r̂ i j •ei2 r̂ i j •ej !

2

12x~ei•ej !
G J 21/2

,

wherex5(k221)/(k211) andk5see/sss. sss5s0 is the
cross-sectional diameter of the molecule,see5ks0 is the
molecular length along the main symmetry axis. Acco
ingly, the parameterk is a measure of the length-to-bread
ratio of the molecule.

The interaction strength« also depends on the relativ
orientations of the molecules, and takes the form

«~ r̂ i j ,ei ,ej !5«0@«1~ei ,ej !#
n@«2~ r̂ i j ,ei ,ej !#

m,

«1~ei ,ej !5@12x2~ei•ej !
2#21/2,

«2~ r̂ i j ,ei ,ej !512
x8

2 F ~ r̂ i j •ei1 r̂ i j •ej !
2

11x8~ei•ej !
1

~ r̂ i j •ei2 r̂ i j •ej !
2

12x8~ei•ej !
G .

Here«0 is a parameter setting the overall energy scale of
pair interactions x85(k81/m21)/(k81/m11) and k8
5«ss/«ee. «ss is the minimum of the potential for a pair o
parallel side-by-side molecules, and«ee is the minimum for a
pair of parallel end-to-end molecules. The exponentsm and
n were originally set to the valuesm52 andn51 @3#, but
several other possibilities have been investigated since.

In all the work presented here, the intermolecular pot
tial is truncated at a distancer cut5(k11)s0 and shifted
such thatU(r i j 5r cut)50:
6685 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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U~r i j ,ei ,ej !5UGB~r i j r̂ i j ,ei ,ej !2UGB~r cutr̂ i j ,ei ,ej !.

In a wide range of reported simulation studies, vario
forms of the GB model have been shown to exhibit sta
isotropic (I ), nematic (N), smectic-A (SA), and smectic-B
(SB) mesophases@4–6#, and many other aspects of the G
model have been studied@7–18#. Different perturbation theo-
ries have also been developed to study the phase diagra
GB fluids @19–22#. A recent generalization of the GB poten
tial has considered nonequivalent Gay-Berne particles
both uniaxial and biaxial cases@23#.

In a previous paper@24#, we examined the effect of vary
ing thek8 parameter to modify the anisotropy of the attra
tive interactions. At sufficiently lowk8, we observed
nematic-vapor coexistence. Recently, two of us studied
liquid-crystal-vapor interface for this system@25#. The pur-
pose of the current study is to investigate the conseque
of varying the length-to-width parameterk. Our reference
point is the phase diagram obtained by de Miguelet al. @4#
for the original parameters@3# m52,n51 andk855, k53,
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The three phases indicated
I , N, andSB . Previous work@26# investigated liquid-vapor
coexistence properties fork<3.0. This indicated thatde-
creasingmolecular elongation is accompanied by abroaden-
ing of the liquid-vapor coexistence region, particularly on t
liquid side, andincreasingvalues of both critical temperatur
and density.

The work reported here concentrates onk.3.0. Certain
trends in phase behavior might be expected to accomp
increasing elongation. For hard spherocylinders, this
hances the stability of the smectic regions@27#, whereas, on
the basis of Onsager arguments, one might expect the r
of the nematic phase to be increased@28#. Nematic-vapor

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for thek53.0 Gay-Berne fluid as re
ported in Ref.@4#. Filled diamonds mark simulation results; awa
from these points the phase boundaries are drawn as a guide onI ,
N, and SB phases are labeled;c denotes the liquid-vapor critica
point. Two-phase regions are shaded. Here and throughout
quantities are expressed in dimensionless reduced units define
setting the potential parameterss0 and«0, along with the molecular
massm and moment of inertiaI , to unity.
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coexistence is possible, and has been predicted for this
isotropic system@21#. The behavior of the critical tempera
tureTc should also be borne in mind: based on the trend s
earlier @26#, increasingk should suppress the coexisten
envelope, and at highk the critical point and the entire
liquid-vapor coexistence curve may move below theI -SB
coexistence line.

Here we report studies of the GB fluid for whichk is
increased (3<k<4), with the other parameters held fixe
(m52,n51,k855). In the following sections, the equatio
of state is presented for a number of isotherms, obtained
MD and MC techniques. The phase behavior is further st
ied using direct simulation of coexisting phases and therm
dynamic integration along phase boundaries. Finally, the
ture of the highly ordered phase is discussed, and the re
are summarized in tentative phase diagrams.

The simulation techniques used here have been descr
before; brief summaries will be given where appropriate.
particular concern to us is the proper simulation and anal
of highly ordered phases such as smectic liquid crystals,
we discuss some issues of concern in Sec. II. All quanti
are given in reduced units, defined by setting the poten
parameterss0 and «0 to unity, along with the molecular
massm and moment of inertiaI .

II. CHARACTERIZATION OF NEMATIC
AND SMECTIC PHASES

Orientational ordering is characterized by the second-r
order parameter,S, defined in a standard way as the large
eigenvalue of the order tensor@29#. Positional ordering is
typically examined through a parametersk(k), essentially the
structure factor, defined as a function of reciprocal latt
vectors k commensurate with the box dimensions@30#.
Also, we may use the pair distribution functiong(r )
5(V/N2)^( i( j Þ id(r2r i j )& where^•••& is a simulation av-
erage including an unweighted average over molecular
entations@31#. It is convenient to simplify this to two func-
tions:gi(r i), depending only onr i5r•n, the pair separation
parallel to the directorn; and g'(r'), a function of r'

5Ar 22r i
2, the transverse separation. Smectic layering g

erates a one-dimensional density wave along the layer
mal ~coincident withn in the cases of interest here!, and this
appears ingi(r i); any transverse structure~which would dis-
tinguish aSA from a SB phase! is detected by examining
g'(r'). For these functions we employ a cylindrical cuto
volume, i.e., we average over pairs of molecules satisfy
r i<r max andr'<r max. Note that, because pairs of molecul
with considerably differentr i contribute to g'(r'), this
function is not in any way a ‘‘two-dimensional’’~2D! pair
distribution; for instance, at short distances it does not go
zero, provided the cutoff range is not too short.

For these reasons, we use other functions to probe
intralayer and interlayer structures in the smectic phases.
ing the phase and period of the density wave alongn, we
assign each particle uniquely to a specific layerni
51,2,3. . . , and measure functions resolved according
layer index,g

'

(Dni)(r'). g'
(0)(r'), for example, is a 2D dis-

tribution function averaged over pairs of particlesi and j in
the same layer only;g'

(1)(r') is defined for particlesi in a

.
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57 6687EFFECTS OF ELONGATION ON THE PHASE BEHAVIOR . . .
given layer andj in an adjacent layer. In all cases, an over
average overi ~and hence the layers! is taken.

A nematic phase is characterized by nonzero orientatio
order parameterS, a uniformgi(r i), and short-ranged func
tions g'

(0)(r'), g'
(1)(r'), etc. In aSA phase,gi(r i) shows

long-ranged oscillations with a period equal to the lay
spacing, while g'

(0)(r') has short-ranged structure onl
characteristic of a two-dimensional ‘‘liquid,’’ andg'

(1)(r')
shows very little interlayer correlation.@More precisely, in an
infinite samplegi(r i) would show quasi-long-ranged orde
@32#, but we cannot easily distinguish this from true lon
ranged order in simulations of a few hundred molecules.# In
a SB phase,g'

(0)(r') develops long-ranged peaks charact
istic of ordering within the layers, andg'

(1)(r') may show
some short-ranged correlation between layers.~So-called
‘‘hexatic’’ and ‘‘crystal’’ variants of theSB phase are distin-
guished by quasi-long-ranged and true long-ranged orde
positional correlation functions, but once more we can
distinguish these cases in our simulations!. In a crystal, all
these functions show well-developed long-ranged structu

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

Particle elongations fromk5 3.0–4.0 in steps of 0.2 wer
considered. Both MD and MC techniques were employ
For convenience, we divide our study into two regimes: h
temperature (T.0.5), where attention is focused on the s
bility of nematic and smectic phases, and low temperat
(T,0.5), where we examine isotropic liquid and vap
phases.

In the first stage of this investigation, MD simulation
were performed on a system ofN5256 particles in the
constant-NVT ensemble, adopting the procedure describ
previously@4#. Two isotherms were investigated, at reduc
temperatures ofT51.00 and 0.45. It has been shown@4# that
for k53.0, theT51.00 isotherm crosses the supercritic
isotropic fluid region, shows a stable nematic region, and
high enough densities enters a smectic phase; theT50.45
isotherm crosses the liquid-vapor coexistence region be
also entering a smectic phase at high density~see Fig. 1!. A
reduction in the critical temperature,Tc , is expected to ac-
company an increase in elongation. Thus, at some elonga
k.3.0 theT50.45 isotherm is expected to become sup
critical.

The temperature was kept constant throughout th
simulations by rescaling the particle velocities@30#. A cubic
simulation box was employed with periodic boundary con
tions. As in previous work, the molecules were treated
linear rotors, with the moment of inertia about the main sy
metry axis set to zero. The time step used for the numer
solution of the equations of motion wasdt50.0015. Equili-
bration periods at each new state point were at least
3104 time steps, and were typically 3–4 times longer th
this when the system was close to a phase transition. A
equilibration, quantities of interest were typically calculat
and averaged over 2.53104 additional time steps.

For theT51.00 isotherm, at each elongation except
k54.0, MD simulations were initiated from a lattice gene
ated at a density ofr50.27. The director was taken alon
the main diagonal of the simulation box, but each parti
l
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was given a small, random displacement from the ideal
sition and orientation to assist in disordering. Fork53.0,
this system is unstable, quickly losing positional order, a
becoming orientationally disordered within 53103 time
steps. As expected from the results of previous work@4#, the
equilibrium configuration under these thermodynamic con
tions is isotropic. The system was then slowly compresse
density steps of 0.01 or less. Fork.3.0, the densityr
50.27 was observed to lie within the orientationally order
region of the phase diagram, and longer equilibration ru
were performed, typically of 13105 time steps. The configu
ration at r50.27 was used as the starting point for bo
increasing and decreasing the density. For the casek54.0,
the starting density wasr50.17, which equilibrated to an
isotropic fluid; the density was both increased and decrea
from this point.

These MD runs were complemented by constant-NPT
MC simulations in which box shape was allowed to vary~an
important point when simulating smectic phases!. Each MC
cycle consisted ofN attempted particle displacement or or
entation moves, and one attempt to change the box volu
The maximum positional and angular displacements w
adjusted to keep the acceptance rate for the combined m
close to 50%. Volume moves were attempted by samp
the box sidesLx , Ly , andLz , independently, thus allowing
the aspect ratio of the box to vary~although the box sides
were constrained to be mutually orthogonal throughou!.
Again, the maximum variation was adjusted so that ab
50% of moves were accepted, typically resulting in a ma
mum box length variation of around 1%.

Sequences of MC simulations were initiated from smec
configurations with layers arranged perpendicular to thz
axis, molecular orientations aligned withz, and with par-
ticles positioned at random in thexy plane. The system size
was N5600, and six layers were used. Typically,~6–10!
3104 cycles were performed for each state point, increas
to ~1–3!3105 cycles in the vicinity of phase transitions
Some runs, indicated below, were significantly longer th
this. The initial layered configuration was allowed to equi
brate at the chosen starting pressure, and from here s
were taken up and/or down in pressure, as appropri
Where the initial configuration melted to a positionally di
ordered phase, an initial layered configuration was also u
at a higher pressure, in order to study systems with lay
perpendicular toz. Starting configurations at various tem
peratures were taken from the most ordered region o
neighboring isotherm. For some isotherms we underto
compression sequences to check for hysteresis.

Following on from studies of isotherms, we have a
tempted to map out some of the phase boundaries. We
ployed Gibbs-Duhem~GD! integration@33,34#, using a trap-
ezoid rule predictor-corrector to integrate the following for
of the Clapeyron equation thermodynamically,

d ln P

db
52

Dh

bPDv
,

whereb51/kBT, Dh is the enthalpy difference per particl
between the two phases, andDv the difference in volume pe
particle. Approximate coexistence conditions were used
the starting points. To investigate the liquid-vapor envelo
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6688 57BROWN, ALLEN, MARTIN DEL RIO, AND de MIGUEL
we used the Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo~GEMC! @35#
technique. Details are given below.

IV. RESULTS AT HIGH TEMPERATURE

For each molecular elongationk, we first discuss in detai
our results along the isothermT51.00; then we present th
supplementary MC results for temperatures in the range
<T<2.0. These temperatures lie well above the critical te
perature for liquid-vapor coexistence in thek53.0 GB fluid
(Tc'0.47), and sinceTc is expected to fall with increasing
elongation, we do not expect to encounter liquid-vapor se
ration for any of the state points reported in this section.

Additional tabular material relating to MC simulation
along these isotherms~pressureP, densityr, nematic order
parameterS, and positional order parametersk) have been
deposited with PAPS@40#.

A. k53.0

The casek53.0 has been studied extensively before@4#,
and we have carried out additional simulations only to c
firm these earlier results and calculate some of the struct
functions mentioned in Sec. II. The equation of state as
tained using MD and MC techniques is shown in Fig.
Increasing pressure or density is accompanied by a p
transition, indicated by a discontinuity in the equation
state and a marked increase in orientational order. The
dered phase is nematic, as confirmed by the liquidlike beh
ior of the orientationally averaged pair distribution functio
At higher densities, the system undergoes a second, w
transition to a smectic phase, which is identified asSB by
studying the functions defined in Sec. II. In Fig. 3, we sh
g'(r') ~examples of the other functions will be given for th

FIG. 2. Equations of state~pressureP vs densityr) of the GB
fluid with k53.0. All quantities are expressed in reduced un
defined as in Fig. 1. Diamonds: constant-NVT MD at T51.00.
Up-triangles: constant-NPT MC at T51.00, increasing pressure
Squares: constant-NVT MD at T50.85. Solid lines are drawn to
guide the eye, indicating the distinct phases. Horizontal dotted l
indicate estimates of the transition pressures.
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casek53.2 shortly; they are omitted here for brevity!. The
growing structure ing'(r'), indicates transverse positiona
correlations that persist across the box. This is consis
with the earlier identification of theSB phase@4#. In this
phase, the distribution function falls to zero atr'50, but this
is only because we impose a relatively short cutoffr max
'4s0, which means that the function does not include pa
further apart than one layer@the layer spacing, fromgi(r i ),
is approximately 2.4s0]. Molecules in the same layer canno
approach each other closely, and, since limr'→0g'(r')50,
we deduce that molecules in adjacent layers also do no
directly above one another, as one would expect in a w
registered~e.g., close-packed! layered structure. Extending
r max would change the appearance ofg'(r'), as more layers
were brought into range. For the same reason, the positio
the first maximum, which moves belowr'51, reflects posi-
tional correlations between particles of adjacent layers. T
structure ing'

(0)(r') ~not shown! indicates hexagonal order
ing within the smectic layers, as expected for a smecticB
phase.

Both MD and MC techniques agree very well for the is
tropic and nematic phases. The equation of state of theSB
phase determined by the MC technique differs somew
from the MD results: the measured density at given press
is somewhat higher than that obtained with the MD tec
nique ~or conversely the MD pressure at a given density
higher than the MC input pressure!. This is probably due to
the additional strain imposed on theSB phase by the con-
straint of fitting in a cubic box: the effect will be smaller fo
the larger system used in the MC runs, and in any case
box lengths are allowed to vary in the latter case. For t
reason, in discussing the location of the nematic-sme
transitions for higher values ofk, we take the MC results a
providing a more reliable guide. This is also why we ta
care to prepare smectic phases with layers aligned with
box axes.

,

s

FIG. 3. Transverse pair distribution function,g'(r'), deter-
mined by the MD technique for the GB fluid withk53.0 at differ-
ent number densities~labeled on the plot! along the isothermT
51.00.
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57 6689EFFECTS OF ELONGATION ON THE PHASE BEHAVIOR . . .
B. k53.2 and 3.4

Now we considerk53.2 and 3.4; the isotherms ar
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. TheI -N transition is seen for both
systems, as fork53.0, on increasing the density; the tran
tion density falls with increasing elongation, as expect
Once more, smectic ordering sets in at higher densities
indicated by the density wave seen ingi(r i), which is shown
in Fig. 6 for k53.2. Oscillations can be seen atr'0.300 as
smectic regions develop, and on increasing the densityr
50.305 the structure is greatly enhanced. Atr50.340 a
strong density wave is established. In all cases, the sme
layers form perpendicular to the director.

From the MD results, the nature of this phase is differ
from that seen fork53.0. The behavior ofg'(r') just above
the nematic-smectic transition, in the range 0.305<r
<0.320, remains liquidlike, without the features describ
above fork53.0. This is shown in Fig. 6 fork53.2 at r
50.310. Even clearer indications are given in the functio
g'

(0)(r') and g'
(1)(r') which show two-dimensional liquid

like structure within each layer, and almost no correlat
between adjacent layers, at these densities. These are
trated fork53.2 in Fig. 7. Similar functions are observed f
k53.4 in the density range 0.270<r<0.290. This leads us
to identify the phase as a smecticA. To our knowledge, no
stableSA phase has been identified for thek53.0 fluid in
this or earlier work, although indications of ametastable SA
phase fork53.0 are reported in Ref.@4# at T50.80 for
0.30,r,0.34: only after extensive simulation (;63104

FIG. 4. Equations of state~pressureP vs densityr) of the GB
fluid with k53.2. Up-triangles: constant-NPT MC at T51.00, in-
creasing pressure; down-triangles: decreasing pressure. F
down-triangles denote isolated simulations atT51.00 andP53.5,
and 4.0, using independent starting configurations. Diamon
constant-NVT MD at T51.00; for clarity these results are displace
upwards by one unit. Squares: constant-NVT MD at T50.85. Lines
are drawn to guide the eye, indicating the distinct phases; for
isotropic and nematic phases atT51.00, the same lines are fitte
through both MD and MC data points, displaced by one unit
necessary. Horizontal dotted lines indicate estimates of the tra
tion pressures.
.
as

tic

t

d

s

n
us-time steps! did configurations at these state points reach
stableSB phase.

In the MD runs, a third transition is seen at higher den
ties, to theSB phase, as indicated by the functionsg'(r'),
g'

(0)(r'), andg'
(1)(r'), which clearly show the onset of ad

ditional transverse ordering within a layer, and strong reg
try between layers~see Figs. 6 and 7!. TheSA-SB transition
density is reduced as elongation is increased. The distinc

ed

s:

e

s
si-

FIG. 5. Equations of state~pressureP vs densityr) of the GB
fluid with k53.4. ~a! T51.00 and 0.85. Up-triangles: constan
NPT MC at T51.00, increasing pressure; down-triangles: decre
ing pressure. Filled down-triangles denote isolated simulation
T51.00 andP52.5, and 2.7, using independent starting configu
tions. Diamonds: constant-NVT MD at T51.00; for clarity these
results are displaced upwards by one unit. Squares: constant-NVT
MD at T50.85. ~b! Constant-NPT MC at higher temperatures
Circles: T51.00 ~for reference!. Up-triangles:T51.20. Squares:
T51.40. Down-triangles:T51.60. Diamonds:T51.80. Lines are
drawn to guide the eye, indicating the distinct phases; for the
tropic and nematic phases atT51.00, the same lines are fitte
through both MD and MC data points, displaced by one unit
necessary. Horizontal dotted lines indicate estimates of the tra
tion pressures.
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6690 57BROWN, ALLEN, MARTIN DEL RIO, AND de MIGUEL
between the hexaticSB and crystalB phases is not easy t
make in simulation, due to the smallness of the syste
@4,5#; we discuss this further in Sec. V B.

The constant-NPT MC simulations produce much weake
indications of theSA phase for these elongations. Onin-
creasing the pressure from the nematic phase, thek53.2
fluid gives a very narrowSA range (0.310<r<0.315), and
thek53.4 fluid seems to give none. Ondecreasingthe pres-
sure from theSB region, neither fluid shows aSA phase, both
transforming directly fromSB to N. At the lowest pressure
on this path for which theSB persisted, the simulation wa
extended, and for both elongations the structure showed
signs of melting after 93105 sweeps. In both cases, new
layered starting configurations were introduced at press
in the hysteresis region, and runs of (5 – 6)3105 sweeps
were undertaken; these results are shown in Figs. 4 an
For k53.2 and P53.5, the system joined the nemat
branch of the equation of state, and all signs of layering

FIG. 6. ~a! Longitudinal pair distribution functiongi(r i), and
~b! transverse pair distribution functiong'(r'), for GB fluid with
k53.2 at different number densities~labeled on the plot!, along the
isothermT51.00.
s

no

es

5.

n

gi(r i) disappeared. ForP54.0, the smectic-A ordering re-
mained throughout the runs, as shown by structural functi
very similar to those seen in the MD runs at densities aro
r50.310~see Figs. 6 and 7! although the smectic order pa
rameter continued to decrease slowly. Fork53.4 and P
52.5, once more the smectic layering disappeared an
nematic phase resulted, but atP52.7 the relevant structura
functions showed more signs of stabilizing at values char
teristic of a smectic-A phase.

Our results are consistent with the view that theSA is
metastable atk53.2, and possibly just becoming stable
the elongation increases tok53.4, at this temperature. A
possible explanation of the greater apparent range of theSA
phase in the MD runs is that, once smectic layers h
started to form at an arbitrary angle in the cubic box, t
additionalSB ordering within layers, and strong registratio
between layers, would involve additional strain energy d
to the periodic boundary conditions.

FIG. 7. ~a! In-layer pair distribution functiong'
(0)(r'), and ~b!

between-layer pair distribution functiong'
(1)(r'), determined by

MD simulation for GB fluid withk53.2 at different number den
sities ~labeled on the plot!, along the isothermT51.00.
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Additional MD runs and constant-NPT MC simulations
with variable box shape, system sizeN5600, were con-
ducted for isotherms above and belowT51.00, fork53.4.
No SA phase is observed at these temperatures, and the
continuity at theN-SB transition narrows as the temperatu
increases.

Following the determination of these isotherms, we
tempted to map out theN-SB phase boundary by GD inte
gration with a starting point inferred from theT51.40 data
shown in Fig. 5. Systems ofN5600 were prepared for bot
nematic and smectic-B phases atP55.05 using the constant
NPT MC technique with variable box aspect ratio, from t
well-equilibrated systems at neighboring pressures. Hea
and cooling runs followed. At each step, temperature w
changed byDT50.1 ~both up and down!, and 53103 equili-
bration sweeps were allowed at the predicted pressure.
refinement process typically converged after a further 4
3103 sweeps. The production phase covered 53104 sweeps,
completing the procedure. Integration down in temperat
continued toT51.0, at which point the coexistence curv
was lost, both boxes becoming isotropic fluids. The ma
mum temperature considered wasT52.0, already above the
highest isotherm studied. Results of these simulations
shown in Fig. 8, along with approximateN-SB boundary
values from equation-of-state runs. Agreement between
different sets of results is reasonable, but worsens notice
at the lower temperatures.

C. k53.6,3.8

At elongationsk53.6 and 3.8, the same sequence
phases is seen as fork53.2 and 3.4, but the evidence for
stableSA phase is much stronger from both MD and M
runs. The isotherms are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Again,
phases can be clearly distinguished by examining order
rameter values and distribution functions. There is some h
teresis around the phase transitions for these systems, bu

FIG. 8. N-SB phase boundary of the GB fluid obtained b
Gibbs-Duhem integration fork53.4 in the density-temperature an
pressure-temperature planes. Left-pointing triangles:N phase.
Right-pointing triangles:SB phase. Diamonds: approximate coexis
ence data from equation-of-state simulations.
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SA phase is identified for both increasing and decreas
pressure series. MD and MC simulation results are in qu
good agreement; for these elongations, the pressures in
transition region are lower than the corresponding MD v
ues or, where hysteresis effects have been investiga
bracket them. As atk53.0, the smectic phases have
slightly higher density for a given pressure in the MC sim
lations.

As the elongation increases, it can be seen that the den
and temperature range of theSA phase is increasing in bot

FIG. 9. Equations of state~pressureP vs densityr) of the GB
fluid with k53.6. ~a! T51.00 and below. Up-triangles: constan
NPT MC at T51.00, increasing pressure. Down-triangles: decre
ing pressure. Diamonds: constant-NVT MD at T51.00; for clarity
these results are displaced upwards by one unit. Squares: con
NPT MC at T50.9. Circles: constant-NPT MC at T50.8. ~b! T
51.00 and above, all determined by the constant-NPT MC tech-
nique. Circles: T51.00. Up-triangles:T51.20. Diamonds:T
51.50. Squares:T52.00. Lines are drawn to guide the eye, ind
cating the distinct phases; for the isotropic and nematic phase
T51.00, the same lines are fitted through both MD and MC d
points, displaced by one unit as necessary. Horizontal dotted l
indicate estimates of the transition pressures.
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6692 57BROWN, ALLEN, MARTIN DEL RIO, AND de MIGUEL
directions, but that it remains bounded below and above
temperature. Atk53.6, theSA region is small, but theSA-SB
transition is shown clearly atT51.20 ~see Fig. 9!. We at-
tempted to map out this transition line by GD integratio
starting from this temperature: the two phases were se
rately equilibrated atP53.55 for 23104 sweeps before
starting separate heating and cooling integration runs. A t
perature stepDT50.05 was used. The initial equilibratio
covered 13104 sweeps; convergence was achieved in ty
cally (3 – 5)3103 sweeps, and a further 13105 sweeps were
allowed for the production phase. The results are show

FIG. 10. Equations of state~pressureP vs densityr) of the GB
fluid with k53.8. ~a! T51.00. Up-triangles: constant-NPT MC at
T51.00, increasing pressure. Down-triangles: decreasing pres
Diamonds: constant-NVT MD at T51.00; for clarity these results
are displaced upwards by one unit.~b! T51.00 and above, all de
termined by the constant-NPT MC technique. Circles:T51.00.
Up-triangles: T51.20. Diamonds:T51.50. Squares:T52.00.
Lines are drawn to guide the eye, indicating the distinct phases
the isotropic and nematic phases atT51.00, the same lines ar
fitted through both MD and MC data points, displaced by one u
as necessary. Horizontal dotted lines indicate estimates of the
sition pressures.
in

,
a-

-

-

in

Fig. 11. On heating, the system clearly has passed thro
the N-SA-SB triple point before the temperature reachesT
51.50, as inferred from equation-of-state results, but the p
cise temperature at which theSA phase melts toN is hard to
locate from either the density or order parameters. For
creasing temperatures, it was hoped that theSA phase would
disappear, to be replaced byN and then, on further lowering
the temperature,I ; or alternatively that a direct transition t
I would be observed.~Recall that on theT50.90 isotherm,
neitherN nor SA are seen!. This would distinguish between
the two schematic phase diagrams shown in Fig. 12. Rec
nizing that the transition from theSA phase may be sluggish
we extended the production phase forT<0.90 to 23105

sweeps. Unfortunately, theSA phase remained metastable
these simulations: atT50.85, the smectic~positional! order
parameter is still high and not changing with time. Cons
quently, we are unable to resolve the situation fork53.6,
which must be close to the elongation at which the ph
diagram topology changes from~a! to ~b! in Fig. 12. Fork
53.8 the situation seems to be unambiguous, judging by

re.

or

it
n-

FIG. 11. SA-SB phase boundary of the GB fluid by Gibbs
Duhem integration fork53.6 in the density-temperature an
pressure-temperature planes. Left-pointing triangles:SA or N phase.
Right-pointing triangles:SB phase.

FIG. 12. Schematic phase diagrams in theP-T plane around the
SA phase.~a! Topology deduced from simulations fork,3.6, albeit
with very small or metastableSA region at lowk. ~b! Topology
deduced from simulations fork.3.6.
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57 6693EFFECTS OF ELONGATION ON THE PHASE BEHAVIOR . . .
T51.0 isotherm: theN phase is very narrow, and likely t
disappear on further lowering the temperature, while the d
sity range of theSA phase is larger.

D. k54.0

Finally, we come to the casek54.0, for which the rel-
evant equations of state are presented in Fig. 13. Here
clear I -N transition could be identified in the MD runs atT
51.00 for the chosen system size,N5256, despite perform-

FIG. 13. Equations of state~pressureP vs densityr) of the GB
fluid with k54.0. ~a! T51.00 and below. Up-triangles: constan
NPT MC at T51.00, increasing pressure. Down-triangles: decre
ing pressure. Diamonds: constant-NVT MD at T51.00 with N
5256. Filled diamonds:N5400. For clarity these results are di
placed upwards by one unit. Squares: constant-NPT MC at T
50.90. Circles: constant-NPT MC at T50.80. ~b! T51.00 and
above, all determined by the constant-NPT MC technique. Circles:
T51.00. Diamonds:T51.50. Squares:T52.00. Lines are drawn to
guide the eye, indicating the distinct phases; for the isotropic
nematic phases atT51.00, the same lines are fitted through bo
MD and MC data points, displaced by one unit as necessary. H
zontal dotted lines indicate estimates of the transition pressure
n-

no

ing long runs@of order~2–3!3105 time steps# in this region.
At r50.185, the order parameter takes a valueS50.375
60.006, which is significantly nonzero even with this syste
size, but the equation of state is relatively featureless at
density.SA ordering appears atr>0.190, and at still higher
densities there is a transition to theSB . Bearing in mind that
the nematic density range is quite narrow fork<3.8, this
suggests that anI -N-SA triple point exists close by, and tha
the N phase will be absent for elongations significan
greater thank54.0 at this temperature. As a further inves
gation, we performed a series of MD simulations on a syst
of N5400 particles in a cuboidal~noncubic! simulation cell.
The initial configuration was a smectic for which the bo
aspect ratio was allowed to relax, using the MC technique
a constant pressure, equilibrated at a fixed density or
50.200 using the MD technique, and then slowly reduced
density. TheSA phase persisted atr50.200 over 1.53105

time steps, but atr50.190 the modulation ofgi (r i) was
very weak. Nematic ordering was still present (S50.418
60.003) on expanding tor50.185, but orientational orde
dropped toS50.12960.003 atr50.180. These results ar
shown in Fig. 13, and suggest that a stable nematic ph
may indeed exist over a very narrow density range. In
constant-NPT MC simulations, there is also difficulty in iso
lating the nematic phase, and it appears only in
decreasing-pressure branch of the hysteresis loop.

At lower temperatures, the nematic phase seems to h
disappeared altogether, the isotropic liquid being conver
directly intoSA and then, at higher pressures, intoSB . As the
temperature is raised aboveT51.00 we see the progressiv
squeezing out of theSA phase byN, as observed for lower
elongations.

V. RESULTS AT LOW TEMPERATURE

Now we turn to the low-temperature region. Two featur
of the phase diagram are of interest: the determination of
liquid-vapor coexistence curve, and the clarification of t
nature of theSB phase.

A. Liquid-vapor region

We have begun by simulating state points along theT
50.45 isotherm, recalling that fork53.0, this lies well be-
low the stability limit of the N phase, but traverses th
liquid-vapor region at low densities and shows smectic
dering at high density. We have carried out prelimina
simulations using the constant-NVT MD technique, as in the
high-temperature regime, at the same elongations:k
53.0, . . . ,4.0 inintervals of 0.2. The initial configuration
for each value ofk was a lattice atr50.20. Thek53.0 and
3.2 fluids rapidly equilibrated to lose positional and orien
tional order; at elongationsk>3.4, an ordered phase re
sulted. Other densities were obtained by slow expansion
compression. The system containedN5256 molecules, ex-
cept for some checks made withN5500. Sudden changes i
the equation of state, and mechanical instability measured
a negative pressure, provide rough indications of the ex
of two-phase regions, and hence a first guess at the trans
densities.
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The results of theI -SB transition densities fork53.0 are
consistent with those of Ref.@4#: the isotropic phase under
goes a transition toSB within a density range (r I ,rB)
'(0.26,0.30). We note that the isotropic liquid density
comfortably higher than the upper limit of the liquid-vap
coexistence curve at this temperature@24#, r50.179
60.006. The data fork53.2 indicate that theI -SB transition
is shifted to significantly lower density: (r I ,rB)
'(0.220,0.260), but still apparently lying outside the liqui
vapor coexistence region.

For k>3.4, there is a much wider range of density ov
which the pressures indicate two-phase behavior. Fok
53.4 we found negative pressures over the density ra
0.14<r<0.26, while fork53.6–4.0 the mechanically un
stable range was 0.10<r< 0.22–0.24. The thermodynami
two-phase region must beat leastas wide as these range
We further investigated these cases using constant-NPT MC
simulations with variable box shapes. Starting with a sme
configuration ofN5400 particles, layers aligned in thexy
plane of the simulation box, the systems were simulated
T50.45 andP50. In all cases the configuration quickl
relaxed to a well-ordered smectic phase. Over 53104 MC
sweeps, the systems maintained steady orientational o
parameter values ofS50.93960.001 fork53.4 at equilib-
rium densities ofr50.256960.0002, andS50.95160.001
for k53.6 atr50.246160.0003, andS50.96460.001 for
k54.0 at r50.226260.0002. At this relatively low tem-
perature, we expect the coexisting vapor pressure to be
tremely low, so these figures provide a reasonable guid
the equilibrium smectic densities and orientational order
rameters at coexistence.

The conclusions from these preliminary runs were th
for k53.0, and 3.2, theSB phase melts to a dense isotrop
liquid on expansion; fork53.4 it may melt to a fluid of
intermediate density; at higher elongationsSB may well sub-
lime to a dilute gas.

Using the GEMC technique with a system ofN11N2
51000 particles, liquid-vapor coexistence data for the G
fluid with k53.2 were obtained. Typically, 13104 MC
sweeps were allowed for equilibration, and production av
ages were measured over a further 13104 sweeps. The ini-
tial configurations were taken fromk53.0 simulations atT
50.44. Moving to this higher elongation, the phases
mained separated, and, after equilibration, the configurat
were used to start heating and cooling sequences of sim
tions. The vapor branch fork53.2 is almost indistinguish-
able from that fork53.0. Although the liquid density for
k53.2 is ;5% lower than that of thek53.0 system at the
same temperature, the volume occupied by the particles
be higher by the ratio of the molecular volumes~i.e.,
3.2/3.0). As a result, the rate of successful particle exchan
between phases was lower atk53.2 for given temperature
making the simulations more expensive. The results are
sented in Fig. 14. The critical point, as estimated from
law of rectilinear diameters and assuming a critical expon
of 1

3, is indicated on the plot. The estimated values fork
53.2 areTc50.4760.04, andrc50.1060.03. With these
uncertainties the values cannot be distinguished from thk
53.0 results. Coexistence data at temperatures closer tTc
should reduce the uncertainty, but simulations atT>0.46
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departed from the coexistence envelope, with both boxes
playing the vapor phase. The lowest temperature used
T50.42, at which positional ordering in the dense pha
started to appear, making particle exchange an unrelia
mechanism for equalizing chemical potential. The situat
was confirmed by GD simulations, starting atT50.44 from
equilibrated GEMC configurations, and reducing the te
perature in stepsDT50.1, to follow previous state points
The resulting data is also shown in Fig. 14. Agreement
tween the two methods is reasonable. AtT50.42, fluctua-
tions in the orientational order parameter of the dense ph
could be seen; atT50.41 the dense fluid took on a layere
structure with positional order consistent with theSB phase.
Since theI -SB phase transition is usually rather strong, t
results at this temperature cannot be relied upon as the
rect coexistence point; they are included to indicate the lo
limit on I -V coexistence.

At k53.4, the MD results atT50.45 indicate that theSB
phase may melt to an isotropic fluid of intermediate dens
Given the change ofTc from k53.0 to 3.2, one would ex-
pect this temperature to be close to the critical point fork
53.4, but still subcritical. However, GEMC simulations
T50.45 suffered from poor acceptance rates for particle
change, and the liquid phase indicated some smectic or
ing, suggesting thatT50.45 is also rather close to th
V-I -SB triple point. Direct GEMC simulations were not a
tempted for higher elongations.

The difficulties associated with liquid-vapor measur
ments for the higher-elongation fluids suggests that the ph
behavior in the region of the critical point is changing rath
rapidly with k. For increasingk, the V– I -SB triple point
may move up to a temperature aboveTc , so that there would
no longer be a distinct liquid phase, and the triple po
would collapse to anI -SB transition.

FIG. 14. The liquid-vapor envelope obtained by Gibbs ensem
Monte Carlo for the GB fluid withk53.0 ~squares! and k53.2
~diamonds!. Filled symbols indicate estimates of the critical poin
Triangles indicate liquid-vapor coexistence points for thek53.2
fluid obtained by Gibbs-Duhem integration. Lines are to guide
eye. Estimated errors in the densities are smaller than the plo
symbols.
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Given that the gap between triple and critical points
narrowing with increasing elongation, the most extreme c
examined so far,k54.0, was chosen for an investigation
vapor-smectic coexistence. Previous results imply that aT
50.45 the smectic phase sublimes directly to vapor. Bea
in mind that the critical point fork53.0, and 3.2 is approxi-
matelyT50.47, and that the liquid-vapor coexistence curv
seem to be falling in temperature with increasing elongati
this raises the real possibility that the critical point disa
pears completely betweenk53.2 and 4.0. To investigate
this, we conducted direct simulations of a slab of smec
phase in equilibrium with vapor.

A starting configuration fork54.0 was generated by tak
ing a smectic configuration of 648 particles, previous
equilibrated atT50.50 using the constant-NPT MC tech-
nique atP50, replicating the box in thez direction, then
duplicating the simulation box in thez direction and adding
204 vapor particles at randomly generated positions and
entations to giveN51500. The layers were arranged perpe
dicular to the long box axis. The new system was equ
brated atT50.50, and subsequently the temperature w
increased in small steps,DT50.05. Constant-NVT molecu-
lar dynamics was used, with additional Monte Carlo mov
to allow relaxation of the aspect ratio of the box. The resu
are summarized in Table I. The values shown are base
profiles measured typically over the final 2.53104 time
steps. The layer spacing and the density in the bulk sme
phase are obtained by averaging over the central six la
~or 4 for T50.65). The isotropic density is calculated e
cluding particles in the neighborhood of the smect
isotropic interface.

The measured bulk isotropic density increases only ra
slowly until, moving fromT50.60 to 0.65, it changes quit
markedly. Such a sharp change in the coexistence condit
introduces practical difficulties; care must be taken that
smectic region remains sufficiently large. At each tempe
ture, profiles of orientational order parameter indicate
low density phase to be isotropic; distribution functions m
sured over the central layers of the dense slab indicateSB
structure. The inferred smectic bulk values atT50.65 should
be taken with caution, due to the small number of layers
the final equilibrium configuration. There is, however,
doubt that this coexistence is stable, and that an investm
of sufficient computing time would allow simulation with
wider smectic region. Given the location of this ‘‘shoulde
in the I -SB coexistence curve, atT;0.65, and the low iso-
tropic densities at temperatures below this, the evide
seems to indicate that the critical point has indeed dis

TABLE I. Results of direct simulation of isotropic-smectic co
existence fork54.0. nl indicates the number of smectic layers,d
the layer spacing,rB the smectic bulk density, andr I the isotropic
bulk density.

Total run length
T (104 d t) nl d rB r I

0.50 21 12 3.647~4! 0.2368~10! 0.0148~3!

0.55 21 12 3.721~1! 0.2281~8! 0.0147~3!

0.60 24 12 3.819~3! 0.2152~6! 0.0158~3!

0.65 60 6 3.800~7! 0.2139~19! 0.0878~5!
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peared fork54.0. We have not proved that the critical poi
disappears fork53.4–3.8, but neither have we been able
equilibrate coexisting isotropic liquid and vapor for the
shapes.

B. SB or solid?

In our simulations, we have failed thus far to observe
phase transition from theSB phase to a crystal, as it is com
pressed. Furthermore, the pair distribution functions indic
strong positional correlations within each layer and betwe
layers. Phases historically designatedSB have in some case
been shown to be crystals with rather weak coupling betw
layers, having small elastic moduli, closer in nature to gra
ite than to any liquid crystal phase@36#. In our finite-size
simulations it is almost impossible to draw a distinction b
tween quasi-long-ranged and true long-ranged order@5#; the
distribution functions indicate that positional correlations
a layer persist across the box, and although decaying in
plitude, layer-layer correlations also persist across the b
One may therefore question whether thisSB phase is a liquid
crystal or a solid.

We have investigated the nature of theSB phase fork
53.4 by cooling it to low temperatures, and observi
changes in density, orientational and positional order par
eters, and shear elastic modulus. AnN5648 system was
generated as a defect-free structure with hexagonal in-la
packing. This was equilibrated atT50.40 using the constant
NPT MC technique at zero pressure~in practice indistin-
guishable from the coexistence pressure with the vapo
these low temperatures!. A sequence of cooling runs, atP
50, down toT50.08 was undertaken, in steps ofD(1/T)
52.5 or less, and also a sequence of heating runs, atP50,
up to T50.60, where the smectic phase evaporated. At e
temperature, at least 63104 sweeps were performed, wit
final averages being taken over the last 33104 sweeps.

To calculate the shear elastic modulus, simulations w
performed by equilibrating the system under conditions
fixed strain ~applied through sheared boundary condition!
and measuring the response of the appropriate compone
the stress tensor. Simulations were performed at temp
tures fromT50.50 to 0.20 at intervals of 0.05. At eachT, a
system was prepared with six hexagonally ordered layers
ranged perpendicular toz with ABC packing, i.e., a uniaxi-
ally distorted fcc structure. This was equilibrated with t
variable-aspect-ratio constant-NPT MC technique, atP50,
prior to imposition of the shear in thex-z plane. Three val-
ues of strain were applied at each temperature, viz. 3%,
and 7%. After equilibration for 23104 time steps, stress ten
sor components were measured over a further 13104 time
steps.

The results of these runs are shown in Fig. 15. No disc
tinuity is seen in the equation of state, or in the order para
eters, as functions ofT. The shear elastic modulusG shows
a slow decrease with increasing temperature, and is es
tially independent of strain, except at the highest tempe
ture; it shows no discernible discontinuity asT varies. The
degree of interdigitation falls steadily as the temperature
raised; atT50.50 very little remains, and coupling betwee
layers appears to be very weak and correspondingly har
measure, as indicated by the violation of linear respons
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6696 57BROWN, ALLEN, MARTIN DEL RIO, AND de MIGUEL
these low strains. The Lennard-Jones fcc solid has a repo
shear modulus@37# G557.2«0 /s0

2 along the~100! crystal-
lographic direction. This is significantly higher than th
present values. We note that in our case the fcc structu
taken along the~111! direction to obtain hexagonally packe
layers, and stretched along one axis, as are the particle
that the value above is not expected to be directly com
rable. This said, a low value of shear modulus is expecte
this phase.

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have presented studies of the GB ph
diagram at a number of elongations in the range 3.0<k<4.0.
In Figs. 16–20 the simulation results are summarized in
proximate phase diagrams. The points shown indicate
approximate locations of phase boundaries; they are not
act, and uncertainties due to hysteresis should be born
mind. A variety of simulation methods have been appli
using both MD and MC techniques; where discrepancies
ist ~particularly near the smectic-phase boundaries at
values of k) we rely on MC methods with variable bo
shape, for reasons discussed earlier. Our results allow u
infer trends in phase behavior, as indicated in the appr
mate phase diagrams for these systems. We have not ca
out any free-energy calculations, which must be the sub
of further study.

Within this small range of elongation, the phase diagr
shows significant changes. On increasingk, the critical point
moves to lower temperature until it falls below theI -SB

FIG. 15. Low-T, P50 behavior of the GB fluid withk53.4.
We show variation of density, orientational~circles!, and smectic
~squares! order parameters and shear elastic modulus~i.e., stress
and/or strain! G. For G, we report results for three strains: Dia
monds:~3%!. Squares:~5%!. Triangles:~7%!. For clarity, only the
error bars on the 3% results are shown.
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coexistence line; this occurs at aroundk53.4, where liquid-
vapor coexistence proves hard to establish using GEMC
GD techniques. There is some indication of an intermedia
density isotropic phase atT50.45 for k53.4, from the
constant-NVT MD runs withN5256. For higher values ofk
we have not found any evidence of coexisting isotropic l
uid and vapor, and the disappearance of the critical poin

FIG. 16. Summary of results and approximate phase diagram
the k53.2 fluid. Symbols indicate the different techniques e
ployed. Filled diamonds:NPT MC, N5600, cuboidal box, variable
aspect ratio. Open diamonds: GEMC,N11N251000, liquid-vapor
coexistence. Squares:NVT MD, N5256, cubic box. Away from
these points the phase boundaries are drawn as a guide only.I , N,
andSB phases are labeled;c denotes the liquid-vapor critical point
A metastableSA point is indicated atT'1.0. Two-phase regions ar
shaded.

FIG. 17. Summary of results and approximate phase diagram
the k53.4 fluid. Symbols as for Fig. 16. In addition, filled circle
MC NPT, P50, N5648, cuboidal box, variable aspect ratio. T
avoid clutter, Gibbs-Duhem results for theN-SB transition are not
shown. A metastableSA point is indicated atT'1.0.
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clearly demonstrated atk54.0. These results are consiste
with previous studies@26#, which showed how the liquid side
of the coexistence envelope moves to lower density on
creasingk for k<3.0.

Disappearance of the critical point is also seen in sim
models of polymer-colloid mixtures, where the depleti
mechanism allows the range and strength of attractions t
tuned @38#. There, the crucial parameter is the ratio of t
attractive range of the potential to the molecular hard c
diameter. It is possible to see the liquid-vapor coexiste
curve disappearing, and a critical point re-emerging in
solid region, when the width of the attractive well is less th
;7% of the molecular diameter. Although the trend is sim
lar in our case~increasingk with fixed k8 will reduce the
ratio of attraction range to average molecular size!, we are

FIG. 18. Summary of results and approximate phase diagram
the k53.6 fluid. Symbols as for Fig. 16. To avoid clutter, Gibb
Duhem results for theSA-SB transition are not shown.

FIG. 19. Summary of results and approximate phase diagram
the k53.8 fluid. Symbols as for Fig. 16.
t

-

e

be

e
e
e

-

far from this regime, and it remains to be seen whethe
similar mechanism applies for the Gay-Berne system.

For the more elongated molecules, the low-temperat
part of the phase diagram is dominated by a wide two-ph
region where theSB phase is in equilibrium with a very
dilute gas. This leads to an important practical point:
have observed many examples of simulations using vers
of the Gay-Berne potential with high values ofk, which
rapidly form glassy, partly disordered, configurations co
sisting of many smectic domains, separated by large cavi
when they enter this two-phase region. Proper equilibrat
of such samples is almost impossible. This situation is
stark contrast to the simulation of simple hard-particle mo
els such as ellipsoids and spherocylinders, where the stud
highly elongated molecular shapes is quite straightforwa

Another dramatic effect in the phase diagram is t
growth of a stableSA ‘‘island’’ in the phase diagram at elon
gations abovek53.0, and our simulations have given us
consistent picture of the effects of changingk. TheSA region
may be quite small, aroundT51.00, and possibly metastab
for k53.2, but becomes well established and extends to b
higher and lower temperatures ask is increased. For 3.0
,k,3.6, theSA phase is bounded both above and below
N and SB phases, as indicated in Fig. 12~a!. For 3.6<k
<4.0, there is clear evidence of an extendedSA phase,
bounded above byN andSB phases and below byI andSB
phases, as indicated in Fig. 12~b!.

The anisotropic attractions in the GB model are high
significant in the formation of smectic phases: in a study o
purely repulsive form of thek53.0 GB potential@4# the
nematic density range was much increased, and noSB ~nor
indeedSA) phase was observed. Also, for hard ellipsoids
smectic phases are seen. Thus, we have every reason t
pect theSA phase to disappear at high temperature~when the
attractions are less important! and it is interesting to see i
squeezed out at low temperature byN and SB phases

or

or

FIG. 20. Summary of results and approximate phase diagram
thek54.0 fluid. Symbols as for Fig. 16. In addition, filled triangle
direct coexistence~‘‘slab’’ !, MD 1 MC aspect ratio moves,N
51500, isotropic-smectic transition.
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~for the lower values ofk) and by I and SB phases~for
higherk).

We have examined the effect of changing elongation
the stability of the nematic phase. Ask is increased, theI -N
transition is seen to move to lower density and pressure,
given temperature, although the lowest temperature at w
the nematic phase is stable does not change dramatically
the lower elongations, the nematic phase extends dow
T'0.80, while, at higher values ofk, T51.00 seems to be
the lower limit, as theSA phase takes over. The effect on th
I -N transition of changes ink ~and k8) has recently been
studied theoretically in Ref.@28# using a second virial ap
proximation for the free energy. This reproduces the tre
in the location of theI -N transition presented here, but th
transition pressure is seriously underestimated, even
higher elongations, where the transition density is lower a
the inadequacies of a second virial treatment are expecte
be less significant. As expected at the second-virial level,
width of the coexistence region is overestimated, and
transition density somewhat underestimated.

We have noted that, on cooling to low temperatures,
SB-crystal transition can be identified in the equation of sta
Measured values of the shear modulus also indicate con
ous behavior, before, at reasonably high temperature, lin
response is violated. The values obtained are low, as
s

s,

iq

oc

m

s.

da
n

t a
ch
for
to

s

at
d
to
e
e

o
.
u-
ar
x-

pected in aSB phase. Nonetheless, since this phase contin
smoothly to very low temperatures, it may equally well
termed a solid phase. This also means that the h
temperature limits of the phase diagrams we have prese
here are similar to those seen for hard ellipsoids~and, prob-
ably, for a purely repulsive version of the GB potential!, i.e.,
showing three phases only: isotropic fluid, nematic liqu
crystal, and solid. While we do not expect such a compari
to be precise~since the effective core of the molecule is n
exactly ellipsoidal@39#, and will depend slightly on tempera
ture! this is reassuring.

Although preliminary, in that more precise determinatio
of the phase boundaries are no doubt needed, the cu
work, together with the previous study@24#, has started to
produce a coherent picture of the effects of attractive for
and molecular shape on the phase diagram of systems o
kind.
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